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Lyle Captures Individual Gold Medal
in FEI Grand Prix Freestyle CDIO3*,
presented by Stillpoint Farm

Adrienne Lyle and Harmony’s Duval won the FEI Grand Prix
Freestyle CDIO3*, presented by Stillpoint Farm.
© SusanJStickle.com

On Friday, March 19, at the Palm
Beach International Equestrian Center
(PBIEC) in Wellington, FL, Adrienne
Lyle (USA) and Harmony’s Duval had
the winning ride in the FEI Grand
Prix Freestyle CDIO3*, presented by
Stillpoint Farm.
Lyle and Harmony’s Duval, Duval
Partners LLC’s 2008 KWPN gelding
by Rousseau, conquered the freestyle
under the lights, riding to a score of
80.020%. “It was worth staying up
past my bedtime!” she joked.
“There’s really nothing that compares
to riding at Global on a Friday Night
Stars,” continued Lyle. “It’s one of
my favorite experiences in the horse
world. To do this on Duval, who we
had from when he was unbroke, all the
way up to becoming an individual gold
medalist here, is just really special. I’ve
got an unbelievable group of owners
that have supported me along the way.
Lyle noted that her freestyle is from
her previous mount Wizard in 2011
at Dressage at Devon, but thought it
would fit well for her mount’s second
ever freestyle.
“I wanted to go back to something
I knew since Duval has done one
freestyle in his life, so I could give him
a good experience out there,” she
explained.
Lyle and the gelding produced top
performances all week, achieving
the highest scores in both the grand
prix and grand prix special before

contesting the freestyle. “I
started with the canter work
with him [when planning
the degree of difficulty]”
she remarked. “I think he’s
got some fun, powerful
canter work. It’s not the
most difficult freestyle out
there nowadays. When I
made it, they didn’t have
the degree of difficulty
score the way that they do
now. But it still has double
pirouettes [and] piaffe
pirouettes, so it gets enough
[degree of difficulty points].
I think it’s a really fun one;
it doesn’t always have to be
for him the most difficult
every time he goes out.”

Judge at C Stephen Clarke (GBR)
awarded Lyle with an 82.775%
and commented on her strong
performance. “The reason why I
gave Adrienne such a high mark,” he
explained, “was an easy one - the hair
on the back of my neck was standing
up because the music and power and
expression of the whole performance
was outstanding.”
Second place went to the night’s
youngest competitor, 21-year-old
Benjamin Ebeling, who excelled in his
first senior grand prix freestyle under
the lights at AGDF with Illuster Van De
Kampert, a 2008 Belgian Warmblood
gelding by Speilberg owned by Amy
Roberts Ebeling and Sasha Cutter for
Nuvolari Holdings LLC.
“I was talking with my teammates
Adrienne [Lyle] and Katherine
[Bateson Chandler] and Jennifer
[Williams], [about the fact that] it’s so
cool that I got to grow up watching
Adrienne and Katherine and people
like my dad [Jan Ebeling] all ride on
a team together,” he said. “Finally I’m
here, and it’s surreal.”
Ebeling had a successful career in the
Under 25 division and worked his way
up to the senior level with Illuster. “I
would be remiss if I did not mention
George Williams and Charlotte
Bredahl,” he continued, “going
through the pipeline of junior, young
rider, U25, and now the international
grand prix. The support I’ve had from
them has really been amazing. Like
Adrienne said, I don’t think there’s

Germany Wins First FEI
Stillpoint Farm Nations Cup CDIO3*
at Adequan® Global Dressage Festival

The German team of Kevin Kohmann, Christoph Koschel, Frederic Wandres, and Michael Klimke,
shown with AGDF Director of Sport Thomas Baur, Tuny Page of Stillpoint Farm, and judge
Christoph Umbach, won the Stillpoint Farm FEI Nations Cup CDIO3*. © SusanJStickle.com

It was the second day of competition
for the FEI Stillpoint Farm Nations
Cup™ CDIO3* at the Adequan®
Global Dressage Festival (AGDF),
and the team from Germany took
home their first ever gold medal at
the Wellington Nations Cup with
448.568% on Thursday, March 18. A
hairsbreadth behind for the silver
medal was the team from the United
States, who earned 448.381%.
Canada was awarded the bronze
medal with 437.071%.
First in the ring for the Germans was
Michael Klimke piloting Domino 957,
Uwe Kappel’s 2012 Westphalian mare
by Den Haag, to a score of 68.000%
in the FEI Intermediaire I CDIO3*,
which ultimately became the drop
score for the team.
“First I want to say thank you to the
organizers,” said Klimke. “It’s a very
difficult time with the pandemic and
the outbreaks, and the show has
gone on perfectly organized. We all
come from Germany and there is [no
competition] going on there, so a
big thanks from the German riders,
the German team, and the German
federation to the organizers. We are
very, very happy to be sitting here.”
Klimke, who was also serving as the
team’s Chef d’Equipe, noted the
strength of the other three riders
he was leading. “We have three top
riders here. My mare was a little tired
but the other three did a super, super
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job, and it was so close and we are
more than happy that Germany won.
Christoph and I have been here for
eight years, and Germany has never
won. Normally the Germans are only
winning in Germany, so it makes us
more happy and more proud.”
Kevin Kohmann rode Equitas LLC’s
2010 KWPN stallion by Amazing Star,
Five Star, to two solid finishes in the
Nations Cup classes on Wednesday
and Thursday, concluding the FEI
Intermediaire I CDIO3*, presented
by Stillpoint Farm with a score of
74.206%.
“I’m super proud to represent
Germany once again,” he explained.
“Five Star just hasn’t let me down
all season. Yesterday was his high
score in the Prix St. Georges, so it
felt especially good to do that with
the team here with me. Super proud,
super happy.”
It was Frederic Wandres’ first time
competing in the FEI Stillpoint Farm
Nations Cup™ CDIO3* at AGDF, and
he also posted two strong scores
for his team aboard Quizmaster,
Hof Kasselmann’s 2012 Hanoverian
stallion by Quasar de Charry, riding
to a 76.529% in the FEI Intermediaire
I CDIO3*.
Of his first North American Nations
Cup experience, Wandres said, “I am
very happy with my horse. He also
put in two super rounds. Today he
was very concentrated, and we were
Please turn to page 7
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WRAPPING UP COMPETITION FOR WEF IN WEEK 12
PBIEC EDUCATIONAL SERIES, PRESENTED BY ADEQUAN®

The PBIEC Educational Series, presented by Adequan®, is hosted weekly
during the annual Winter Equestrian Festival (WEF). The series provides
an educational platform for horse enthusiasts to expand their knowledge
on a variety of equine- and rider-related topics. Admission is free, and
pre-registration is required. Participants will automatically be entered to
win a luxury item from Karina Brez Jewelry as the grand prize giveaway.
The twelfth and final session, hosted on Zoom, will be Thursday, April
1, from 6-7 p.m. EST. The topic of “Equine DJD: From Diagnosis to Drug
Conundrums,” is sponsored by Adequan®.

FOUR STARS FOR WEEK 12 AT WEF AND AGDF

The twelfth week of WEF, sponsored by Wellington Agricultural Services,
begins on Wednesday, March 31, with CSI4* competition along with a
concurrent CSI2* running through Sunday, April 4, the final day of the
2021 WEF. The week opens with the $1,000 Bainbridge Companies 1.40m
CSI4*, the $6,000 1.40m Jumpers CSI2*, and the $10,000 Douglas Elliman
Real Estate 1.45m CSI4* Qualifier on Wednesday. Thursday features the
$50,000 Adequan® WEF Challenge Cup Round 12.

Now in the Heart of the
Equestrian Community

Announcing our new local office, a few doors down from
The Tackeria in the center of Wellington’s equestrian world.
13501 South Shore Boulevard, Suite 102, Wellington
All trademarks are the property of American Regent, Inc.
© 2020, American Regent, Inc.
PP-AI-US-0375 02/2020

elliman.com
© 2021 DOUGLAS ELLIMAN REAL ESTATE. EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY.
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1111 LINCOLN RD, 805, MIAMI BEACH, FL 33139. 305.695.6300

A busy Friday is highlighted by the $37,000 1.45m CSI2* Qualifier
and the $73,000 CaptiveOne Advisors 1.50m Classic Series Final. An
exciting weekend of show jumping begins with the $214,000 Wellington
Agricultural Services Grand Prix CSI4* and WEF Circuit Champion Parade
on Saturday and concludes with the $50,000 1.45m Grand Prix CSI2* on
Sunday. All feature classes can be watched for free both live and ondemand on the livestream.
Hunters will be featured on the grass during WEF 12 at the Derby Field
at Equestrian Village. On Friday at 9:30 a.m. is the $15,000 International
Hunter Derby Hunt & Go, followed by the $10,000 USHJA National Hunter
Derby Open, presented by Restylane and the $10,000 USHJA National
Hunter Derby Junior/Amateur. The $50,000 USHJA International Hunter
Derby Round 1 is on Saturday at 11 a.m. and will be followed by the top 12
returning for a handy round.
Competition highlights for AGDF 12 on March 31-April 4 will include Grand
Prix and Grand Prix Freestyle CDI4*, presented by Douglas Elliman Real
Estate, Grand Prix and Grand Prix Special CDI4*, presented by Adequan®,
Grand Prix and Grand Prix Freestyle CDI3*, presented by Wellington

Equestrian Realty, Grand Prix and Grand Prix Special CDI3*, presented
by Southgate Farm, Small Tour CDI 3*, and Small Tour CDI 1*, as well as
national competition.

ESP SPRING SERIES – APRIL 7 TO MAY 16

The 2021 ESP Spring Series will begin April 7, just a few days after the
Winter Equestrian Festival ends, and will conclude on May 16 for five
weeks of horse shows. The series will incorporate competition at both
the Palm Beach International Equestrian Center (PBIEC) and Equestrian
Village. New this year, Spring II and Spring III will be internationally rated
at the CSI3* level, offering greater prize money as well as opportunities for
FEI ranking points. Additionally, both of those weeks will offer hunters the
opportunity to compete in the International Ring at PBIEC.

SPRING I: APRIL 7 - 11

All of the classes will be on the main grounds at PBIEC. Featured classes
include the $10,000 National Hunter Derby, presented by Equiline,
$25,000 Premier Equestrian National Grand Prix, and $35,000 ProElite
National Grand Prix.

SPRING II AND III CSI3*: APRIL 14 - 18, APRIL 21 - 25

All hunters and equitation classes will be on the main grounds of PBIEC.
The main hunter ring will be the International Ring. Both weeks will host
a $10,000 National Hunter Derby. All jumpers will compete at Equestrian
Village. FEI classes and high-level jumpers will be on the grass field.
Highlight classes include in Spring II: $10,000 USHJA National Hunter
Derby, presented by Perfect Products, $35,000 Resilient Fitness Spring
2 National Grand Prix, $137,000 Bainbridge Companies Grand Prix
CSI3*; and in Spring III: $10,000 USHJA National Hunter Derby, $35,000
Wellington Agricultural Services Spring 3 National Grand Prix, and
$137,000 Grand Prix CSI3*.

SPRING IV AND V: MAY 6 - 9, MAY 14 - 16

All classes will be at Equestrian Village. Highlight classes include in Spring
IV: $2,500 National Hunter Derby, presented by Score At The Top, $10,000
Bainbridge Companies Open Stake 1.40m, and $25,000 Palm Beach
Equine Clinic Grand Prix; and in Spring V: $10,000 Bainbridge Companies
Open Stake 1.40m and $5,000 Omega Alpha 1.35 Classic.

12/29/20 11:34 AM

DOUGLAS ELLIMAN TURNS WHAT YOU LOVE
INTO WHERE YOU LIVE
The Top Real Estate Firm in Palm Beach County
What sets Douglas Elliman apart in the Real Estate industry?

Established in 1911, Douglas Elliman has over 110 years of success; translating into unprecedented experience, historical knowledge
and world-wide brand recognition. Today, we have a true understanding of the local market and maintain our focus on service, quality,
innovation and expertise. With 19 Florida offices and a network of approximately 105 offices nationwide, Douglas Elliman leads the
Market as one of the largest independent residential real estate brokerages in the United States.
How does Douglas Elliman market my home to the North East & other key markets in the US?

Douglas Elliman Real Estate is the largest brokerage in the New York Metropolitan area and one of the largest independent residential
real estate brokerages in the United States, the power of the Douglas Elliman national network allows us to showcase each of the
properties we represent around the country; gaining exclusive access to the clientele of over 7,000 agents in New York, Connecticut,
Colorado, California, Massachusetts and Texas.
What makes Douglas Elliman an “International” Real Estate firm?

When Elliman represents a property, we take it global. Douglas Elliman has a strategic global alliance with London-based Knight
Frank Residential for business in the worldwide luxury markets spanning 60 countries and six continents. We provide our clients
global access to a world of prospective qualified buyers, not available to any other real estate agent in the industry.

Visit www.elliman.com/florida for more information and stop by our Wellington new office location,
a few doors down from The Tackeria.
13501 South Shore Boulevard, Suite 102, Wellington | o. 561.653.6195
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Thank You Vendors! WEF looks forward to welcoming you back in 2022

In the Future Challenge/Young Horse Prix St. Georges Series at AGDF 10, Ashley
Holzer (USA) rode P.J. Rizvi’s 2013 KWPN stallion by Don Olymbrio, Hansel
(right), to the blue ribbon with a score of 72.940%. Second was awarded to
Jessica Jo Tate (USA) on Ilene Boorman’s 2012 Oldenburg gelding by Rousseau,
Romeo (left), with 69.779%.
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The Lövsta Future
Challenge/Young
Horse Grand Prix Series
welcomed a win for
the USA’s Catherine
Haddad-Staller aboard
Barbie Asplundh’s 2011 KWPN gelding by Chameur, Gorgeous, with a score of
68.749% at AGDF 10. They are shown in their award ceremony with judge Christoph
Umbach and Tinne Vilhelmson Silfvén of Lövsta.

On Sunday of AGDF 11, the
Lövsta Future Challenge/Young
Horse Grand Prix Series sported
a win for Karen Pavicic (CRO)
and Totem, a 2012 Hanoverian
gelding by Totilas she owns
with Thomas Baur. They scored
71.911% and were congratulated
in their awards ceremony
by Tinne Vilhelmson Silfvén
representing Lövsta.
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The Horse of Course

Gavi USA LLC

Equitan Flooring

Equestrian Team Apparel

C U at X

GDF Official Boutique

AGDF VENDORS

EQUESTRIAN VILLAGE

at Palm Beach International Equestrian Center
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When Every Step Counts

Charlotte Jorst (USA) rode Atterupgaards Botticelli (right) to victory in the Future
Challenge/Young Horse Prix St. Georges Series, earning a ticket to the Final during
AGDF 12. Jorst and her own 2012 Danish Warmblood gelding by Benetton Dream
FRH received a score of 74.705%. Second place and another ticket to the Final went
to Canada’s Megan Shea (left) on Åsa Björklund’s 2012 Westphalian gelding by
Vivaldi, Gyllebo’s Vamos, with 73.161%.
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Major Sponsor of the Adequan Global
Dressage Festival

800-611-6109

PremierEquestrian.com

2021 Future Challenge Series Final
Qualifiers
Qualifiers from throughout the 2021 AGDF season will come together to
compete as the best of the best on Sunday, April 4, in the Finals!

Lövsta Future Challenge/Young Horse Grand Prix Series
Christoph Koschel / Delmonte
Alice Tarjan / Harvest
Jennifer Hoffman / Rondoro Noblesse
Kelly Layne / Fernando
Catherine Haddad Staller / Gorgeous
Karen Pavicic / Totem
Katie Johnson / Paxton
Alice Tarjan / Serenade MF
Future Challenge/Young Horse Prix St. Georges:
Christoph Koschel / Imposant
Marcus Orlob / Spirit of Joy
Katrina Sadis / Belloona
Marcus Orlob / Finn Torres
Brittany Fraser Beaulieu / Harmonium
Ashley Holzer / Bliss
Jan Ebeling / Zitat
Lindsay Kellock / Tu Le Merite
Ashley Holzer / Hansel
Jessica Jo Tate / Romeo
Charlotte Jorst / Atterupgaards Botticelli
Meghan Shea / Gyllebo’s Vamos
Jane Hannigan / Iron Lady
Charlotte Jorst / Zhaplin Langholt
March 31 - April 4, 2021

AGDF 10 SPONSOR AWARDS
Courtesy of JRPR Equine News Room

NATIONS CUP COVERAGE Continued from Page 1

GRAND PRIX FREESTYLE Continued from Page 1

able to achieve a high score. I am very proud to compete here in the Nations
Cup. I did some in Europe, but here in America, the Americans also had a
super team, so I am more proud that we are here now.”

anything like riding under the lights here. I’ve always wanted to do it for the
last four years that I’ve been in Wellington. To do this for the first time is
really, really cool.”

Last to go for the team was anchor rider Christoph Koschel, who was also the
only team member to contest the FEI Grand Prix Special CDIO3*, presented by
Stillpoint Farm. Riding Eaton Unitechno, Unitechno Inc’s 2009 KWPN gelding
by Wynton, the pair was the deciding factor after earning a score of 73.000%
from judges.

The pair had never ridden this freestyle together, and Ebeling noted that the
“Star Wars”-themed ride had just been finished the day before. “It was ready
yesterday, and I ran through it on foot before I got here. That was the first
time ever riding to it,” he stated. “This is his first time competing for three
days in a row. In the warm-up he was a little tired, which is to be expected.
But then as we got in that arena, he perked up. Let me tell you, I had so much
fun riding that freestyle, because I’m also a Star Wars fan!”

“I didn’t know what percentage I needed,” admitted Koschel, “and they didn’t
tell me thank God! I heard that Adrienne’s [Lyle] score was high, and the
others were very good, too. First I was coaching Ben Ebeling on the USA team,
and that was very exciting as a trainer, and then I knew that I had to ride even
more for our team.”

Winner of the N2 Saddlery Sport Horse of the Week, Five Star,
with owner Olga Hartsock, trainer Kevin Kohmann, and Sue
Newell of N2 Saddlery presenting.

Allison Kavey riding Citha’s Utopia, with trainer James
Koford presenting, were the winners of the FEI Grand
Prix Freestyle (FEI FTOC) and the Vita Flex Victory Pass
Award.

Koschel joked, “I had a really good start there, and everyone knows how
expensive it is when you canter in the half-pass, so after that I knew that I
wasn’t allowed to make any more mistakes. My horse can be pretty sharp and
is still a little green, but we really had to stay clear, and it worked out well. At
the end of the day, it was very close, and we are very proud.”
AGDF Director of Sport Thomas Baur concluded, “I think it’s very important to
start the FEI Nations Cup series here in Wellington. We are happy to start the
season here, and I hope that the other CDIOs in Europe will go on.”
Missing the gold medal by only two-tenths of a percent was the team from the
United States, consisting of Katherine Bateson Chandler on Alcazar, Benjamin
Ebeling on Illuster Van De Kampert, Adrienne Lyle on Harmony’s Duval, and
Jennifer Williams on Millione.
Chef d’Equipe Debbie McDonald was proud of her team, half of whom had
never ridden in a senior Nations Cup before.

The winning Nations Cup team from Germany – Michael
Klimke, Frederic Wandres, Christoph Koschel, and Kevin
Kohmann, won the Donato Farms Team Achievement Award,
presented by Jessica Friedrich (left) and Endel Ots (right).

The C U at X Tack X-Factor Award went to
Jennifer Benoit, presented by Sarah Hoog.

The winner of the Omega Alpha Healthy Horse Award
was Domino 957 with trainer/rider Michael Klimke.

Team Canada Conquers CDIO-U25 Nations Cup, Presented by Diamante Farms

“I can always expect our team to deliver,” she said. “We have two more or
less rookies in their first Nations Cup and two that have been there several
times. Today we were one-two-three in the Grand Prix. The Germans did a
very good job. More than half of their team was Small Tour. It was an amazing
competition and an exciting ending. I congratulate the Germans, and I’m so
proud of Team USA.”

He concluded, “I need to mention the support of the two owners, my mom,
Amy Ebeling, and Sasha Cutter. They’ve been behind me all of the way and
have been a big part of our development along with my dad who’s my dayto-day coach, and Christoph Koschel who has really helped me fine tune the
horse. I’m so proud of his development. At the beginning of last season we
weren’t doing so well, but we finally managed to calm down his nerves and
bring a presence into the show arena that I’m so proud of, and I’m so proud of
the whole team.”
Third place was awarded to Canada’s Brittany Fraser-Beaulieu and All In,
Brittany Fraser and Marc Andre Beaulieu’s 2005 KWPN gelding by Tango,
who received a 77.065% for their test.
“All In had to have 10 days off because he had really bad allergies,” explained
Fraser-Beaulieu. “That’s why I had to withdraw from the five star. Personally
he wasn’t as fit as I would have liked him to be for the Grand Prix and the
Grand Prix Special this week, but each day I felt him get better and better.
“Tonight he felt like his old self again,” she said. “That, for me, made me very
happy, and it was a relief to say, ‘He’s back, and he has this.’ He’s so fun under
the lights. He has so much power, so much scope. Last time we competed
under the lights was a year ago at Nations Cup. It’s always such a fun time.”
Kim Beaudoin

Canada finished with the bronze medal with 437.071%, while Australia was
fourth on 391.089%.
Kim Beaudoin

Become a Wanderers Club Member for a Day!

For the first time in five years of the Under 25 Nations Cup at AGDF, Canada won the
gold medal in the Nations Cup CDIO-U25 presented by Diamante Farms.
First in the ring for Team Canada was Beatrice Boucher, who rode Camille and Gilles
Bergeron’s 2006 KWPN gelding by Havidoff, Baldacci, to a score of 65.323%.
She began, “I just went in and tried my best to get through the test. It’s the first CDI
that I’ve done with this horse, and I’ve only ridden him in two shows to qualify for
this show, so I don’t know him very well in the show ring.”

Better for the
horses & the
environment!

It is the 23-year-old’s first season competing in the U25 division, and she noted that
she wants to spend a bit more time perfecting her performance before heading the
Grand Prix in a year or two. Of her first Nations Cup experience, Boucher said, “It’s
really special to be on a team with these two riders, so it feels very exciting. They’re
great teammates, and the whole experience has been fun.”
Second in for the Canadians was 21-year-old Vanessa Creech-Terauds riding Fleur
De Lis L, Diane Creech and Louise Leatherdale’s 2009 Hanoverian mare by First
Dance, earning a 66.529%.
Creech-Terauds commented that in contrast to Boucher, she and Fleur De Lis L have
a longstanding relationship.

smaller LOADS?
The team of Camille Carier Bergeron, Beatrice Boucher, Vanessa Creech-Terauds,
and Chef d’Equipe Denielle Gallagher-Legriffon from Canada won the Nations Cup
CDIO-U25, presented by Diamante Farms for the first time at AGDF, shown with Judge
Carlos Lopez and Terri Kane of Diamante Farms. © SusanJStickle.com

“I started with Fleur five years ago, and we went from the Junior division to the
young rider division, and now the U25,” she said. “This is our first year doing the
CDIO-U25 together, so it’s been a really amazing journey because we know each other so well. It’s really fun going out there into the ring with her.”

Camille Carier Bergeron was the last to go in the class and sealed the deal as the anchor rider with a 69.412% on Acoeur, Gilles Bergeron’s 2007 Württemberg
gelding by Acordelli. After two riders each for the teams from Canada and United States, it came down to Carier Bergeron and Acoeur to put in a strong score to
garner the gold medal. They did just that, bringing Canada’s team total to 135.941%.
“I’ve had Acoeur for three years now,” said Carier Bergeron. “This year has been a really good year for us, and I feel like we’ve gained a lot of experience in the CDI
ring. We’re more confident when we go in the ring now, and he’s so steady. He’s just a horse that wants to give his all, and he’s very steady, very calm.”
The United States of America took home second place in the CDIO-U25 presented by Diamante Farms with an overall team score of 135.295%. Rosemary Julian-Simoes on Rankrado, Rankrado LLC’s 2004 ZfDP stallion by Ranko, contributed a score of 65.471%. Codi Harrison (USA) on Katholt’s Bossco, her own 2007 Danish
Warmblood stallion by Blue Hors Don Schufro, were awarded a 67.177%; and Hope Cooper (USA) and Hot Chocolate W, Mary Mansfield’s 2005 Hanoverian gelding
by Hochadel scored a 68.118%.
Kim Beaudoin
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Wellington’s Premier
Golf, Tennis & Fitness Club
Enjoy private, members-only access to state-of-the-art
amenities including golf, tennis, fitness center,
the pool and dining for one day of your choosing.*
*Guests will be responsible for incidental charges.

CALL NOW!
561.795.3501

Reference this ad to book your day
at the club and learn more about
our membership options!

NEW MANURE BINS WITH
CURBSIDE REMOVAL SERVICE!

@WELLINGTONAGRICULTURAL

1900 AERO CLUB DRIVE • WELLINGTON, FL 33414

wanderersclubwellington.com
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Weekly manure removal,
manure pit maintenance &
rebuilds, shavings, and more!

561.790.2347
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Safe. Trusted.
Ready.
At Wellington Regional Medical Center, our ongoing
commitment to care for the community we serve during
this unprecedented time has only strengthened our
resolve. Please know that we have taken extraordinary
measures to help ensure the health and safety of
patients, physicians, staff and our community.
As always, we’re here for you — safe, trusted and ready
to deliver a superior healthcare experience.

To learn more about our commitment to safety
as well as Telehealth options, please visit

wellingtonregional.com

Physicians are independent practitioners who are not employees or agents of Wellington
Regional Medical Center. The hospital shall not be liable for actions or treatments provided by
physicians. For language assistance, disability accommodations and the non-discrimination
notice, visit our website. 204577-7168 12/20
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N2 Saddlery
The Common Denominator of The Season’s Top Riders

AGDF 10 Winners
© SusanJStickle.com

By JRPR Equine News Room

N2 Saddlery is proud to be the presenting sponsor of the N2 Saddlery Sport Horse of the Week at the 2021 Adequan® Global Dressage Festival. The master
saddle makers are equally proud of the results of their top N2 Saddlery Team Riders this season, including Adrienne Lyle, Kelly Layne, Sarah Lockman, and
Sabine Schut-Kery.
“Top FEI riders and horses require top sport equipment. That’s why they choose N2 saddles,” explains N2 Saddlery Master Saddle Fitter and Owner, Sue
Newell. “We design our saddles with the needs of the horse and the needs of the rider in the forefront. We insist on the finest British-sourced materials and
designs that will allow the rider to be balanced and ride effectively. In addition, each of our N2 Saddle designs is crafted for the horses’ comfort by giving them
the freedom to use their back and shoulders effectively. Our name, N2 Saddlery, is all about meeting the needs of the horse and the needs of the rider.”
The company’s ability to meet those needs has attracted many of sport’s top riders to the N2 saddles and this season at AGDF, N2 Saddles have become the
common denominator for many of the winningest riders. “It’s a shame they have to cover their N2 saddles with those championship coolers in the victory
passes,” jokes Sue with pride.
Actually, there is some truth to Sue’s statement, because along with being the saddle of choice for many of the season’s most celebrated and successful riders,
N2 Saddles are famous for their beautiful designs. N2 Saddlery combines the highest quality leathers in a variety of colors and hues with subtle patent leather
and exotic hide accents. The result is a beautiful saddle that truly meets the needs of the horse and the needs of the rider.

Hope Cooper and Hot Chocolate W, Mary Mansfield’s 2005
Hanoverian gelding by Hochadel, received a score of 70.590%
to win the FEI Grand Prix 16-25 CDIO-U25, presented by
Diamante Farms.

In the FEI Prix St. Georges, Intermediaire-1, and I-1 Freestyle CDI3*, presented by Horseware Ireland, Dongseon
Kim (KOR) rode his own 2012 Rheinlander stallion by Lord
Loxley I, Lord Nunes, to the top of all three classes.

Frederic Wandres (GER) and Quizmaster, Hof
Kasselmann’s 2012 Hanoverian stallion by Quasar
de Charry, won the FEI Intermediaire I Freestyle
CDIO3*, presented by Stillpoint Farm.

In addition, N2 Saddlery is known for their exemplary customer service and their fitter’s firsthand knowledge of dressage. “Even the best saddle in the world
(and I think ours are that), cannot perform without a proper fit. We put as much attention in to fitting the saddles and adjusting them as the horses develop, as
we put on the quality of the materials and the designs,” explains Sue.
The N2 Saddlery formula works and meeting the needs of the horse and the needs of the rider has skyrocketed N2 Saddles
into becoming the choice of top riders and dedicated amateur riders alike.

To find out more about N2 Saddles and why they are the common denominator for 2021 AGDF superstars like Adrienne
B:8.5"
Lyle, Kelly Layne, Sarah Lockman, and Sabine Schut-Kery, visit N2Saddlery.com
T:8.5"
or follow them on Facebook and Instagram @N2Saddlery.

Jan Ebeling (USA) topped the FEI Grand Prix for Freestyle,
CDI3*, presented by Wellington Regional Medical Center on
Ann Romney’s 2010 Oldenburg gelding Status Royal OLD
(Statesman) with a score of 68.022%.

Dongseon Kim (KOR) rode his own DSK Belstaff to
victory in the FEI Grand Prix Freestyle CDI3*, presented
by Wellington Regional Medical Center. Kim and the
2007 Hanoverian stallion by Brentano II rode to a score of
72.910%.
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Karen Pavicic (CRO) and Totem, a 2012 Hanoverian gelding by Totilas that she co-owns with
Thomas Baur, received top honors in the FEI Intermediaire A CDI3* and FEI Intermediaire II CDI3*.

S:5"

Sabine Schut-Kery and Sanceo won the FEI Grand Prix and
Grand Prix Special CDI3*, presented by Iron Spring Farm. SchutKery and Alice Womble’s 2006 Hanoverian stallion by San Remo
received a score of 75.660% in the Special, topping the competitive class by over two percentage points.

Nutrena® ProForce ® feeds are
for those who want to go the
distance, every time.
Now featuring
Rebound Technology™
to help support faster
muscle recovery.
Learn more at
NutrenaWorld.com/ProForce
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T:5.5"

Dawn White-O’Connor and Hudson M, a 2012 KWPN gelding
by Cadans M owned by Akiko Yamazaki and Four Winds
Farm, topped the FEI Prix St. Georges CDI1* and FEI Intermediaire I CDI1*.

Canada’s Camille Carier Bergeron added a second
gold medal to her week’s collection after a
score of 74.485% in the FEI Grand Prix Freestyle
CDIO-U25, presented by Diamante Farms with
the 20-year-old Acoeur, Gilles Bergeron’s 2007
Württemberger gelding by Acordelli.

FUEL
THE WIN.

S:8"

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
TITLE SPONSOR
Adequan®

FIRST FOUNDING SPONSORS
Janet & William Richardson Pearson
Chesapeake Dressage Institute

Joseph & Gaye Scarpa
Magnolia Farm

Kimberly Van Kampen
U.S. P.R.E. Association

Devon & Terri Kane
Diamante Farms

Tuny & David Page
Stillpoint Farm

Chris & Rob Desino, Matt Varney
Wellington Equestrian Realty

FOUNDING SPONSORS
Ashley Holzer & Dr. Diane Fellows
Bethany Peslar of Everglades Dressage
Betsy Juliano & Havensafe Farm

Carol & Rebecca Cohen
of Two Swans Farm LLC
Janne Rumbough & MTICA Farm

MAJOR SPONSORS

CaptiveOne Advisors
Douglas Elliman Real Estate
Harmony Sporthorses

Lövsta
Palm Beach Equine Clinic

Mike & Roz Collins
Suhail & PJ Rizvi & Peacock Ridge
Tim & Susie Dutta & the Dutta Corp.
Premier Equestrian
Rolex
Wellington Agricultural Services

CORPORATE SPONSORS
AA
CabanaCoast
Carolina Arena Equipment
C U at X
Dever Golf Cars

Donato Farms
Everglades Farm Equipment
Go Rentals
Gold Coast Feed & Nutrition
Horseware Ireland
Hygain Feeds

IDA Development
Iron Spring Farm
N2 Saddlery
Nutrena
Omega Alpha
Platinum Performance

ProElite®
Vita Flex
The Wanderers Club
Wellington Regional
Medical Center

Naima Moreira Laliberté and I Do Kiss Earn FEI Grand Prix Victory at AGDF 11
National competition at AGDF 11 was held from Friday, March 26, through Sunday, March 28. On Saturday, Canada’s Naima Moreira Laliberté
topped the FEI Grand Prix with KML Inc’s I Do Kiss.
Moreira Laliberté and the 2006 Swedish Warmblood stallion by French Kiss rose to the occasion after producing a score of 68.260%. “For me,” she
explained, “it was a good practice run to get in there and perfect a few things that I wanted to work on, such as putting the piaffes on the spot while
staying active. I was aiming for a clean test which didn’t happen, but I do feel like sometimes the mistakes are necessary to improve and show me
where I need to fine tune. I was happy that what we’ve been working on at home in the last week or two showed up in the competition arena this
weekend, and that’s what makes me happy at the end of the day - having a plan and having it work out.”
The 24-year-old will now compete one last time at AGDF 12 before she moves on to planning for the remainder of the 2021 competition year, with
sights set on the Tokyo Olympics. “The season has passed so fast,” she noted. “I showed almost every week, with different horses at different
levels. I have some up-and-coming young ones as well. It was a good, productive season that helped me train some specific things and improve
the overall performances in the ring.”
Moreira Laliberté concluded, “It feels good to be competing. I feel very privileged to be able to do it.
These are not normal times, and I feel that the management has organized the horse show so well and
has made it possible for us to continue doing what we love.”
Second place in the FEI Grand Prix was awarded to the USA’s Lehua Custer and F.J. Ramzes, Wendy
Sasser’s 2010 KWPN gelding by Juventus, with a 67.500%. Third place went to the USA’s Holger
Bechtloff on James Heath’s Ferrari, a 2009 Westphalian by Florenstan I, riding to 62.673%.
On Friday, Charlotte Jorst (USA) and her own 2012 Danish Warmblood gelding by Benetton Dream
FRH, Atterupgaards Botticelli, earned a win in the FEI Prix St. Georges after achieving a score of
71.764%. Second place went to Jane Hannigan (USA) and Lisa Raffaele’s Dynasty, a 2000 KWPN
gelding by Nourejev with a 68.382%. Third was rounded out by the USA’s Lauren Knopp on Dakota,
her own 2009 Hanoverian mare by Dancier, with a 68.235%.
Kim Beaudoin

Canada’s Naima Moreira Laliberté topped the FEI
Grand Prix with KML Inc’s I Do Kiss
at AGDF 11. © SusanJStickle.com
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